This paper describes the construction of all the vertex-transitive graphs on 24 vertices, thus extending the currently available catalogues. This construction differs significantly from previous constructions of the vertex-transitive graphs of order up to 23 in that we are forced to use far more sophisticated group-theoretic techniques. We include an analysis of all the symmetric graphs on 24 vertices.
Introduction

BACKGROUND
One of the most widely studied classes of graphs is that of vertex-transitive graphs. Although the current practical applications of vertex-transitive graphs seem to be limited to the design of communication networks (Carlsson et al., 1985) , the connections between graph theory and permutation groups prove fascinating to theoreticians, and there is a large body of literature on the topic. In every branch of graph theory exhaustive catalogues of small graphs of various types have been produced and play an important part in the research effort.
Despite the importance of vertex-transitive graphs the only exhaustive catalogues, as of 1985, were those of Yap (1973) , which listed all the vertex-transitive graphs on up to 13 vertices (though excluding those of degree 5 on 12 vertices), and McKay (1979 McKay ( , 1980 who used complicated matrix methods to construct all the vertex-transitive graphs on up to 19 vertices. This is probably due to the fact that most constructions are based on considering the possible groups acting on the graph. When the structure of the groups is straightforward, then it is often easy to characterise the graphs theoretically and a catalogue is then not so interesting, whereas when the structure of the groups is complex a catalogue would be extremely useful but is particularly difficult to obtain.
In Royle (1987b) we described the relatively straightforward method used to construct the vertex-transitive graphs on 20, 21, 22 and 23 vertices (see also McKay & Royle, 1989) . In each of these cases the construction was based on an elementary group-theoretic lernma that exploited the fact that the prime decompositions of 20, 21, 22 and 23 all consist of a (relatively) large prime factor and few others. The situation is very different for the construction described in this paper. The prime decomposition of 24 has several small prime factors--this increases the number of possible groups enormously. The construction we describe requires considerably more group theory and, in particular, sophisticated group theory programs such as CAYLEY (Cannon, 1982 (Cannon, , 1984 and a suite of programs to compute second cohomology groups (Holt, 1985) . It also requires knowledge of all the transitive groups of degree 12, which were constructed as described in Royle (1987a) .
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NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY
A graph F is a pair (V, ~) where V is a finite set whose elements are called the vertices or points of F, and ,--is a binary symmetric irreflexive relation on V. (This definition ensures that the only graphs considered are undirected graphs without loops or multiple edges.)
The relation ,-~ is called adjacency, and ifc~ ~ fl, we say that 0~ and fl are adjacent or joined, or that there is an edge between ct and ft. We may refer to the edge as aft. The order of the graph is the cardinality of the set V and is denoted by [V[. The number of vertices adjacent to a vertex er is called the degree of a. If every vertex of F has the same degree, then the graph is called regular and the degree of F is defined to be the degree of each of its vertices.
An isomorphism from F 1 =(VI,~~) to F2~---(]Z2,~'2) is a bijection g:Vt--* Va that preserves adjacency, that is, c~~ 1 fl,~,a~~2fl~ (where we write the action of a mapping between two sets in exponential notation). If there is an isomorphism from F1 to F 2, we say that F1 is isomorphic to l-" 2 and we write F1 ~ F 2.
Each graph in an isomorphism class is essentially the same graph, but merely labelled differently, and hence we are only interested in constructing one representative from each isomorphism class. One member of each isomorphism class is distinguished and it is called canonical (or said to be canonically labelled). A canonical labelling algorithm is an algorithm which, when presented with an arbitrarily labelled graph, produces as output the canonically labelled isomorph. As this is a solution of the graph isomorphism problem there are no known "fast" (in the sense of algorithmic complexity) algorithms. However, there are algorithms that are sufficiently fast for practical use. The algorithm used extensively in this paper is naaty, developed by McKay (1981 McKay ( , 1984 ).
An automorphism of a graph F is an isomorphism from F to F. The set of all automorphisms of F forms a group under composition of mappings, called the automorphism group of F denoted by Aut(F). If Aut(F) is transitive on V, then F is called a vertex-transitive graph, which we usually abbreviate to transitive when there is no likelihood of confusion. It is immediate that a transitive graph must be regular.
For permutation groups we use the standard terminology of Wielandt (1964) with the following exception. If G is a permutation group acting on a set ~ and A ~_ ~2, then we need to distinguish between the pointwise and setwise stabilisers of A. We will refer to the pointwise stabiliser of A by G<~>, and the setwise stabiliser of A by GA. A block for G is a subset B of F~ with the property that B n B o = 9 or B for all g e G. Clearly, the empty set 9, all singletons {a} and the whole set ~ are blocks for G. These are called trivial blocks, and henceforth the word block will refer only to non-trivial blocks unless specifically stated otherwise. The set of all translates of a block B (that is, the set {B~ e G}) is called a block system and it is a partition of ~. A block B that has no proper subsets that are also nontrivial blocks is called minimal, as is the block system containing B. A group may have several different minimal block systems, containing blocks of (possibly) different sizes. A block B and its associated block system are called smallest minimal if G has no smaller non-trivial blocks.
CAYLEY GRAPHS AND NTLPS
We shall now define some transitive graphs that play special roles in our construction. Firstly, we need some more terminology. Let F = (V, ~) be a graph and suppose that V 1 and V2 are disjoint non-empty subsets of V. Then, if every vertex of V 1 is joined to every vertex of V2, we say that V 1 and V 2 are completely joined. If Vt and V2 are completely joined or not joined at all, then we say that V 1 and V2 are trivially joined.
Given a group G and a set H_ G such that 1 ~H and H = H-t, we define a graph X(G, H) as follows. We take the elements of G to be the vertices of X(G, H) and define adjacency by #1 ~ #2"*~#~ i#2 ~ H. This defines a transitive graph called a Cayley graph of G with Cayley subset H and, in fact, G_C_ Aut(X(G, H)) (acting regularly by right multiplication). This condition characterises Cayley graphs: if Aut(F) contains a regular subgroup G, then F is a Cayley graph for G.
Given two graphs FI=(Vi,~I) and F2=(V2,~2) we define the composition or lexicographic product Fi[F2] as follows (see Sabidussi, 1959) . The vertices of F11-F2-] are pairs (cq, ez) with a 1 ~ V 1 and a 2 e 1/2 and adjacency is given by (cq, e2) ~ (fli, fl2)ee'ei "~1 ill, or cq =/~ and az ~2//2-Informally, we regard this as taking }F~I copies of F2, labelling each of these copies with a vertex of F~ and completely joining them when the corresponding vertices are adjacent in F~. The automorphism group of the lexicographic product contains the wreath product Aut(F2)wr Aut(Ft) but may be larger. The lexicographic product PROOF. Let B = {B1 ..... B,,} be the block system. As G is transitive on blocks every block contains the same induced subgraph, and by assumption every block is trivially joined to all points not in it. Then consider edges from B~ to Bj. If there is an edge from ~r to Bs, then c~ is joined to every point in Bj. Then, similarly, all of the points in Bj are joined to every point in B~ and hence B~ and B s are completely joined. Thus every pair of blocks is trivially joined and hence F is an NTLP. Q.E.D.
One final definition that will be needed is that of a block graph. If G is a transitive group acting on a graph F with a block system B = {B1 .... , Bin}, then we can define the block graph (on B) to be the graph A whose vertices are the blocks Ba,..., B,, and where Bt ~ B s in A if and only if q ~ r B~, fl~ Bj such that ~ ~ fl in F. As G is transitive, A is a transitive graph on m vertices.
Overview
We shall consider separately the sub-problems of constructing the Cayley graphs and constructing the non-Cayley graphs. The next two sections deal with these two cases, respectively. Construction of Cayley graphs is easy and is described completely in section 2.1. This leads to large numbers of graphs as the vast majority of known transitive graphs are Cayley graphs. This fact attaches some significance to non-Cayley graphs, which are considerably more difficult to construct. An overview of the construction is given in section 2.2, and the remainder of the paper gives the details. For both these constructions it is only necessary to construct the graphs of degree d < 12 for the remaining graphs are merely the complements of these.
CONSTRUCTION OF CAYLEY GRAPHS
Firstly we need some more theory. The following result may be found in any standard text on algebraic graph theory (see Biggs, 1974, 16.3 
G). Then X(G, H) -~ X(G, H~).
For some groups this lemma holds sharply, that is to say that if X(G, H1) ~-X(G, H2), then H2 = H~ for some a e Aut(G). Groups with this property are said to be ~-CI (Babai & Frankl, 1978) and it is an open problem to characterise such groups.
Therefore, in order to construct all the Cayley graphs of G it is sufficient to take one representative from each orbit of Aut(G) acting on Cayley subsets (sets H c G such that I~H and H=H-1).
We use the following method to find these representatives. For each group G of order 24 the group Aut(G) of automorphisms of G is calculated by CAYLEY, and the action of this group on the set s= {oloeG, +1}
is then computed. With the elements of S arbitrarily numbered, any Cayley subset H is represented by a binary string of length [S[ (where a 1 in position i indicates that H contains the involution or element-inverse pair numbered i) and hence by a decimal number between 0 and 2 ~sl-1. An array containing 2 Isl bits is set up and each bit set to 0. Each bit in the array represents a Caytey subset under the obvious correspondence where the ith bit of the array refers to the Cayley subset represented by the decimal number i. Then, starting at position 0 the array is scanned bit by bit until a zero bit is found. The position of this bit represents a Cayley subset H1, and this set is added to the output list. Then every automorphism in the automorphism group is applied to H1, yielding all the Cayley subsets in the same orbit as H1 and all the corresponding bits in the array are set to 1, thus guaranteeing that this orbit will not be considered later in the search. This process is then repeated until every bit of the array has been scanned, and hence the final output consists of one representative from every orbit on Cayley subsets. It is then a simple matter to construct the graphs themselves from the Cayley subsets. If the group is if-CI, then all the graphs will be pairwise non-isomorphic but, in general, there will be isomorphic copies. We use nauty to find the canonical versions of all these graphs and then eliminate duplicates. Finding no duplicates, therefore, tells us precisely which groups are if-CI.
The results of this construction are given in section 5.
NON-CAYLEY GRAPHS
The next two propositions demonstrate that the disconnected graphs and NTLPs are included in the Cayley graphs. The remainder of this section gives an overview of the construction. Details of the proof may be found in the next two sections. Let F = (V, ~) be a transitive non-Cayley graph on 24 vertices. Then F is connected and is not an NTLP. In general, Aut(F) contains many transitive subgroups. Let G be a minimal transitive subgroup of Aut(F), that is, G is transitive on V, but no proper subgroup of G is transitive on V.
The proof commences by showing that G is imprimitive (Proposition 3. i), and therefore G has a smallest minimal block system B = {B~, B2 ..... B,,} containing m blocks of size k.
As mk= 24, k e {2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12}. Theorem 3.7 demonstrates that k r 6, 8 or 12, and the three remaining cases are considered separately. It cannot be demonstrated directly that k r 4, but the structure of G in this case is so restricted that there are only four possibilities for F, all of which can be shown to be Cayley graphs.
In the two remaining cases the analysis either leads directly to all the possibilities for F or actually determines G. In the latter case it is possible to find all the graphs upon which G acts in the following fashion. The action of the group on unordered pairs of distinct points is calculated. It is clear that if an edge is present between two points ct and p, then there is an edge between all pairs of points in the same orbit as {cq fl}, and similarly for non-edges. When all the orbits have been calculated it is a simple matter to assign edges or non-edges to the orbits in every possible fashion. If there are r orbits, then there are 2' possibilities. The canonically labelled version of the graph is then computed and added to the output list. Finally, duplicates are eliminated from this list. In general, this process leads to many duplicates, and may be time-consuming if the number of orbits is large.
In both of the cases k = 2 and k = 3, many possible graphs are constructed. We discover that k r 3 because all the graphs so constructed are Cayley graphs. This appears to be "accidental" in that the graphs constructed have automorphism groups larger than G that "happen" to contain a regular subgroup. We can see no proof that G itself must contain a regular subgroup, and therefore must be satisfied with this somewhat unsatisfactory roundabout method of proof. When k = 2 the first non-Cayley graphs appear amongst the many Cayley graphs produced.
Preliminaries
This section contains most of the preliminary results and lemmas needed in the proofs. These results are all stated generally, but some are rather unnatural as they are used for specific purposes in the proofs of section 4. PROOF. Suppose that f~ is a block for GB, in Bt with 1 < [HI < [/3,. I, and let g ~ G. If 9 ~ Gn,, then f~nf~" = ~ or H (because H is a block for Gn, ). If, however, 9r then H is moved out of B~ and hence f2 c~ H;J = ~t. Thus, f~ is a block for G contradicting the assumption that Bi was a minimal block. LEMMA 3.5. Let G be a minimal transitive group satisfying the conditions above. Then, if K vs 1, I is a minimal transitive group of degree m.
PROOF. As K ~ 1 it acts transitively on each block of B because an orbit of an intransitive normal subgroup of G is a block foir G, and by assumption the blocks of B are minimal. Now suppose for a contradiction that I is not minimal transitive. Then 3 M' < I where M' is minimal transitive of degree m. As G/K ~-I, G has a proper subgroup M containing K such that M/K ~ M'. Then M is transitive, because any block can be moved to any other block (as M' is transitive of degree m), and any point in a block can be moved to any other point in the same block (as K is transitive on each block). This contradicts the minimality of G. Q.E.D. PROOF. As B is a minimal block system the group G~I is primitive, and Sims ' (1970) list shows that the primitive groups of degrees 4, 6, 8 and 12 are all doubly transitive and thus (b)~(a). So suppose that (a) holds. Then p does not divide IGn,:KI as IGB,:KI < (m-1)!, and therefore p divides IKI and hence IKB'I for some i, and by transitivity p divides IKn'l for all i. Then consider the action of K~ (where c~B~). Suppose it fixes a point other than c~, Then it fixes at least two, but at most m, points (by Lemma 3.6 it can only fix at most one point in each block) and this set of fixed points is a block for G, which contradicts the minimality of B. So K~ acts transitively on each of the other blocks and thus {a} is trivially joined to all of the other blocks and F is an NTLP. Q,E.D.
Details
For this section F = (V, ~) will be a vertex-transitive non-Cayley graph on 24 vertices with degree < 12. The automorphism group of F contains a minimal transitive group G (clearly not necessarily unique). By Proposition 3.1, G cannot be primitive for the only connected graph with a doubly transitive group of automorphisms is complete and hence a Cayley graph. Therefore, G is imprimitive and has a smallest minimal block system B = {Bt, B2,..., B,,,} comprising m blocks of size k, where ink=24. Let K = G<~> and 1 = G B = G/G<~>. By Theorem 3.7 it follows that k < 4.
The next three subsections will deal with the three remaining possibilities individually.
MINIMAL BLOCK SIZE k = 4
Here K <Gn, so K m <G~',. Therefore, KB'~ S,, A,, V 4 or 1. This case is the first in which K B' may be imprimitive or trivial. PROOF. If K = 1, then G -~ I, which is a transitive group of degree 6. There are only five transitive groups of degree 6 whose order is a multiple of 24 and strictly greater than 24 (Butler & McKay, 1983) . In each of these groups I, the group G m is easily identified as the stabiliser of a point. The group G~ (c~ any point in B1) is a subgroup of index 4 in Gm. CAYLEY is used to find all the possible candidates for G~, and to construct the actions of G on the cosets of G~, thus yielding all the possibilities for G as permutation groups of degree 24. However, all of these groups have block systems of size 2 or 3, which is a contradiction. Q.E.D.
As K 4: 1, the group I is a minimal transitive group of degree 6. Examination of Butler & McKay's lists show that there are four minimal transitive groups of degree 6, namely Z6 and D 6 (of order 6), A4 (of order 12) and a group of order 36 that will be referred to as X and which is described below. Since B~ is minimal, it follows from Lemma 3.4 that 3 divides IGn,]. Also [G : GB,I = 6, so therefore 9 divides IGI. LEMMA 4.2. K is a 2-group and hence G/K ~ X.
PROOF. Suppose that KD'~_ A, and put F = fix(K~) (aeB1) and f= IFI. By Lemma 3.6, F contains at most one point from each block and hence f= 1, 2, 3, 4 or 6. If f= 1, then K~ is transitive on all the remaining blocks and hence we get the contradiction that F is an NTLP. As F is a block for G,f= 2 or f= 3 contradicts the minimality of B. If f= 4, then consider the set {F k [k E K}. As F is a block for G this set contains precisely four sets of size 4 which, between them, contain all the points of four of the blocks of B. Let fl ~ Bj where Fn Bj = 9t and let F' = fix(K~). Then IF'[ = 4 and, as F' must also consist of one point from each block, it is clear that 3 yeFknF ' for some k. However, then K~ fixes more than four points, which is a contradiction. So f = 6 and as F must be a minimal block of size 6, G~ must be primitive and hence 2-transitive. Thus, 5 divides [GI, which is a contradiction. So K B' ~ A4 and thus K is a 2-group, and as 9 divides IGI it follows that I = X, the group of order 36 described above. Q.E.D.
The group X is generated by the two permutations (1, 4, 3, 5)(2, 6) and (1, 5, 2, 4)(3, 6). It has the single non-trivial block system { 1, 2, 314, 5, 6}. It has a unique minimal normal subgroup of order 9, which is elementary abelian and hence acts on the two blocks of size 3 independently. Therefore, the six blocks of B fall into two blocks Cx and C2 of size 12. Assume that C1 = B1 u B2 w B 3 and that C2 = B,~u B s u B 6. The following lemma gives us more information, LEMMA 4.3. K<~,> #: 1.
PROOF. Suppose that K<8,> = 1. Then K is represented faithfully on each block and thus K---V4. A presentation for the group X is (a, bla a=l, b 4=1, ab2ab 2=I, ababab-la-lb-l= 1) . This group acts on K by conjugation, and Aut(K)-S a. Now consider the automorphisms a* and b* induced on K by a and b, respectively. As b has order 4, b* must have order 1 or 2, and as a has order 3, a* has order 1 or 3. However, the relation ab2ab 2 = 1 shows that a* has order 1 or 2 (because b .2 = 1). Thus, a* = 1 and as any element of X is a word in a and b, the automorphism induced by that element is induced solely by the powers of b. Therefore, X either acts trivially, or as a group of order 2 on K. However, GB~ is doubly transitive on B 1 and hence it is possible to find permutations of the points of B~ that induce an automorphism of order 3 on K. Therefore, we reach a contradiction. Q.E.D. Now consider the action of K<B,> on C 2. Firstly, we note that the group GCc ', acts on the graph induced by C1, that is, Fc,. As blocks for this group are blocks for G, it must have smallest minimal blocks of size 4, and by considering which points such blocks can possibly contain it is clear that these blocks must be B1, B2 and B a. Then by Theorem 3.7, Fc, is an NTLP. Therefore, K<n,> cannot act transitively on B4, for then B1 is trivially joined to B, and, as G m is transitive on Cz, B 1 is also trivially joined to B 5 and B 6 and F is an NTLP. Equally, K<m > cannot act trivially on B 4, for then it fixes C2 pointwise and K<B,> fixes C~ pointwise, but by comparing orders K<m>= K<B,> and hence K<B~> = 1, which is a contradiction. Therefore, K<m> has orbits of length 2 in B 4, Bs and B 6. Thus, B1 determines a partition of B/(i = 4, 5, 6) into two sets of size 2 and, similarly, B/determines a partition of B 1 into two sets of size 2. As the stabiliser in X of the point 1 is transitive on {4, 5, 6} and as K is transitive on B1, every point in B1 is joined to a point in B/(i = 4, 5, 6), and hence to both points in one of the sets of size 2 into which B/is partitioned. Restating the argument from the viewpoint of Bi indicates that the sets of size 2 must be joined as indicated in Figure 1 .
A Sylow 3-subgroup of G is elementary abelian of order 9 (because X has an elementary abelian Sylow 3-subgroup). Suppose it is generated by elements p and q, of order 3. By considering the action of X we may assume that p fixes B1, B2 and B 3 setwise, whilst permuting B4, B5 and B6 cyclically, and that q fixes B4,B5 and B 6 setwise and permutes B1, B2 and B3 cyclically. Consider the action of p. Firstly, it cannot fix point wise Bl (i = 1, 2 or 3) (for then 3 divides [G<~>I, say, and hence 9 divides IGn21, which is a contradiction) and thus it fixes one point in each of them and cyclically permutes the remaining three points. Label the points of block B1 and B4 with {q~, 1 2 a/, ct/, c~ 3} (i = 1, 4), where tk/is the fixed point of p when i= 1 or q when i=4 and where p (i= 1) or q (i=4) induces (a~, a2, aa) on B/. Choose {~bl, ctl} and {44, a~} to be cells of the partitions of B x and B4 determined by K<~,> and K<8,>, respectively. Then label the remaining points as follows. Let a / = (~)~ (i = 1, 2), at+ 1 = (a{)P (i 4, 5) and label the remaining point in Bt with ~b,. t+l = Then, as p and q commute, qS/is the fixed point for p (i = 2, 3) or q (i = 5, 6) in Bi and p (i--2, 3) and q (i = 5, 6) induce (~, c~ 2, c~) on B/. Thus, the action of (p, q} is totally determined. Thus, all the edges between C~ and C2 are determined by the edges between B 1 and B 4. There are only two choices, however, for these joins. Either {~bt,~l} is completely joined to {q54, c~i} and {c~, ct 3} completely joined to {c~ 2, ct~}, or, alternatively, {~b~,~} completely joined to {~2 ~3} and {~,~} completely joined to {~b4, at}. The graph Fc, _-Fc, is an NTLP and must have degree less than 6 (since each point of C~ is joined to 6 points of C2 and F has valency less than 12). As the graph within each of the blocks of B must be empty or complete, the only choices for Fc, are the empty graph or 3K4. Hence, there are only four possibilities for F, all of which are found to be Cayley graphs. (In fact, it is possible but not terribly illuminating to give explicit permutations in terms of the qS/and c~i for a group of order 24 that must act on these candidates for F.) Therefore, this section ends with the conclusion that k ~ 4.
MINIMAL BLOCK SIZE k = 3
In this case, since a Sylow 2-subgroup of I is transitive of degree 8, it follows from Lemma 3.5 that when K 4 1, I is a 2-group. Let P = Oa(K) (possibly P is trivial), and consider F=fix(P~). Then, as P is a characteristic subgroup of K, it is normal in G and thus by Lemma 3.3, F is a block for G.
As P~ is a 3-group it must fix the whole block containing c~ (say B1) whilst its action on any other block B~ is either trivial or transitive. Therefore F is a union of some of the blocks of B. Notice that if B~ ~ F and Bj g; F, then Bt and Bj are trivially joined. So putting f-IFI we see that fis a multiple of 3 that divides 24. As F is not an NTLP, f:r 3, and thereforefs {6, 12, 24}. The next three lemmas demonstrate that none of these are actually possible.
LEgMA 4.4. f ~ 6.
PROOF. We shall demonstrate that iff = 6, then every graph upon which G acts is a Cayley graph. So suppose that f= 6. Then G has a block system C = {C1, C2,.,., C,}, with each block of C consisting of two of the blocks of B. Two blocks B~ and Bj are trivially joined if they are in different blocks of C. If they are in the same block of C, say Ck, then they cannot be trivially joined (for then B l would be trivially joined to every other block). However, the subgraphs induced by Bi and B~ are transitive (and thus empty or complete), and the subgraph induced by Ck is also transitive, and thus there are only the four possibilities shown in Figure 2 below for the subgraph induced by Ck. (It is important to notice that as B; c Cj is trivially joined to any blocks outside Cj, the actual ordering of the three points in each block is not relevant, and therefore these are genuinely the only possibilities). Now the group I is a minimal transitive group of degree 8, with a block system containing blocks of size 2 (two blocks of B forming a block of C). However, these groups, and their block systems, may easily be found by consulting the lists of Butler & McKay (1983) . Then, the orbits of these groups on unordered pairs of points (where each point corresponds to a block of B) may be found, and hence all possible block graphs A constructed. With knowledge of the block graph, the block system C, and the induced graph in each Ck, it is easy to construct all the four possible candidate graphs for F. This construction is performed for all of the minimal transitive groups of degree 8, and for each of their block systems containing blocks of size 2.
The work required is reduced still further by noting that A must satisfy some elementary conditions, namely, it must be connected and its degree must be less than 5 (for all edges in A, except one, contribute 3 to the degree of F, whose degree is at most 11).
All the graphs produced in this fashion proved to be Cayley graphs. The restrictions on G do not ensure that G itself contains a regular subgroup, but it happens to be the case that all the graphs upon which G can act have automorphism groups that do contain a regular subgroup. Q.E.D. PROOF. Here, G has two blocks C1 and C2, each containing four of the blocks of B. Thus, P is elementary abelian of order 9, generated by elements a and b, where supp(a) = C1 and supp(b) = C 2.
As P , z G , and the group I is a 2-group, G is a split extension P.S, where S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Firstly, we shall show that P is its own centraliser. Suppose to the contrary that Co(P) ~ P. Then T = Co(P) c~ S ~ 1. As P centralises T, Ca(P) = P x T and because T = 02(Co(P)), T is characteristic in Co(P) and hence normal in G. Consider Z(S)ca 7", which must be non-trivial because S is a 2-group. As this is a subgroup of T it is centralised by P, and as it is a subgroup of Z(S) it is eentralised by S, and hence it is centralised by P . S = G . So Z ( S ) n T < _ Z ( G ) and therefore the centre of G contains a subgroup of order 2, which rhust be normal. As the orbits of a normal subgroup of G are blocks for G, it is clear that G has blocks of size 2, which is a contradiction. Therefore Co(P) = P. Then G/P <_ Aut(P)= GL(2, 3). However, there are more restrictions on the automorphisms of P induced by G, for any automorphism either fixes (setwise) the subgroups ( a ) and ( b ) or swaps them (because the block system { C l l C z } is preserved). Thus, the automorphism group of P induced by G is a subgroup of PRooF. Here every element of P moves every point (for fixing one point implies fixing all points). Thus, either IPI = 1 or IPI = 3. If IPI = 1, then IKI = 1, because K cannot be a 2-group. Therefore, the group G is isomorphic to a transitive group of degree 8. The group G can thus be found as a permutation group by finding subgroups of index three inside the stabiliser of a point (of index 8), (as G has eight blocks of size 3). CAYLEY was used to find all these subgroups and hence the possible permutation groups. Those that were not minimal transitive of degree 24 were discarded leaving five groups. The graphs upon which these groups act were constructed, in fact only one graph was connected with sufficiently low degree, and that graph was found to be a Cayley graph. Thus, we may assume that IPr = 3. Then G = P.S, where S e Syl2(G). Put C = Cs(P ), then S / C < Aut(P) = Z2, and hence C <_.S. Then Y = Z(S) c~ C 4: 1, and as Y centralises P and S, it is in the centre of G. As Y certainly has a subgroup of order 2, G has a normal subgroup of order 2, and thus has a block system containing blocks of size 2, which is a contradiction. Q.E.D.
MINIMAL BLOCK SIZE k = 2
In this section the first non-Cayley graphs are produced. Let F = fix(G~) andf = IF I. Then F is a block for G and also F is a union of the blocks of B. Hence, G has a (possibly) coarser block system C = {F = C1, C2 .... , Co} such that, if two blocks of B are in different blocks of C, they are trivially joined. As F is not an NTLP, fs {4, 6, 8, 12, 24}. LEMMA 4.7. f-# 4.
PROOF. Suppose that f= 4. Then each block of C is a union of two of the blocks of B, which cannot be trivially joined. As the subgraph induced by each Bi must be empty or complete, and the subgraph induced by each Cj must be transitive, there are only the two possibilities shown in Figure 3 below for the subgraph induced by each Cj. (It is important to notice that as a block B~ c Cj is trivially joined to all blocks Bk r Cj, the actual ordering of the two points in each block is not relevant, and therefore these are genuinely the only possibilities.)
Now the group I is a minimal transitive group of degree 12, with a block system containing blocks of size 2 (two blocks of B forming a block of C). These groups, and their block systems, were found in Royle (1987a) . Then, in the manner described above, the orbits of these groups on unordered pairs of points (where each point corresponds to a block of B) may be found, and hence all possible block graphs A constructed. With knowledge of the block graph on the 12 blocks of B, and the block system C it is easy to construct both possible candidate graphs for F. (Once again, the work is reduced by noting that A must be connected and of degree less than 7.) This construction is performed for every minimal transitive group of degree 12, and each of their block systems containing blocks of size 2. All the graphs produced in this fashion proved to be Caytey graphs. Q.E.D.
LEMMA 4.8.fr 6.
PROOF. Suppose thatf = 6. Then each block of C consists of three of the blocks of B. The graph induced by each of the Cj cannot be an NTLP, but must be transitive, whilst the graph induced by each of the blocks B i must be empty or complete. Thus, there are the four possibilities shown in Figure 4 for the graph induced by each Cj.
Therefore, in a similar fashion to the previous cases, consider each of the minimal groups of degree 12, with block systems containing blocks of size 3. Then, all the possible block graphs A on B are constructed (subject to being connected), and the four candidates for F are produced for each such block graph. Once again, all the graphs produced proved to be Cayley graphs. Q.E.D.
The remaining cases will now be analysed together, that isf~ {8, 12, 24}. In the previous cases the automorphism group was quite large, there was a lot of information about the I graph itself, and the graphs were constructed without ever having explicit knowledge of the group involved. However, in these cases the groups are smaller, and the information we have about the graph correspondingly less. This makes the methods described above difficult for f= 8 and impossible for f= 24 (with f= 12 between difficult and impossible). However, we have a greater knowledge of the group involved and can construct all the possibilities for the minimal transitive group G. Then, construction of all the graphs upon which that group acts is simple, as has been described above.
We will postpone the case K = 1 (in this case f= 24), dealing with it subsequently, and assume that K r 1. Then the group I is a minimal transitive group of degree 12 and hence one of the 17 groups listed in Royle (1987a) . Now consider the structure of K in each of the three cases.
(1) f= 8. The group G has three blocks C1, C2, C3 each containing four of the blocks of B. If ~ ~ C~, then fix(K~) = Ci. Therefore IK[ _> 4 and, if an element of K moves any point in Ci, it must move them all. Let at (i = 1, 2, 3) refer to the involution in $12 with support C~ that fixes setwise the blocks of B in C,. Then an element of K that moves a point in C1 must be al or ala2 (or ala3) or ala2a 3. Now if at~K, then a2, a3 are also in K (as I is transitive on the blocks of C and conjugating at by an element that moves Ct to C2 yields a2). In this case, K = (al, a2, a3) is an elementary abelian 2-group of order 8. If al 6K, then ala2~K, and it is clear that K = (ala2, a2a3), of order 4.
(2) f= 12. Here, G has two blocks D~ and D2, each containing six of the blocks of B.
Setting b~, b2 to be the involutions with support Dt, D2, respectively, that fix setwise the blocks of B in D1, D2, respectively, and using the same arguments as in (1) we get that K = <bt, b2) of order 4.
(3) f = 24. Here IKI = 2, with the non-identity element being the unique fixed-point-free involution that fixes the blocks of B setwise.
Notice that, in every case, K is an elementary abelian 2-group and hence may be regarded as a vector space of dimension 1, 2 or 3 over Z2.
Now consider the structure of the group/--the group on the blocks. In each of the cases above G had block systems with blocks that completely contained the 2-blocks of B. Then I has a corresponding block system--each point in a block for I corresponding to a 2-block in a block for G.
So the group G is an extension of the elementary abelian 2-group K by the minimal transitive group 1. Cohomology theory states that the equivalence classes of extensions of a group K by a group I are in 1-1 correspondence with the elements of the second cohomology group H2(I, K), where 0 refers to the action of I on K (by conjugation) (Suzuki, 1982 , Chapter 2, section 7). Computation of the second cohomology group is an extremely difficult task, in general, but fortunately Holt (1985) has implemented algorithms for calculating this group, and the corresponding extensions when K is a module defined over a field of prime order, which is precisely our case. The information required by the cohomology program is the dimension of K, the action of I on K, and a presentation for I. The output is given as a list of presentations of the abstract groups K.I, one presentation for each equivalence class of extensions.
So, for each of the 17 minimal transitive groups of degree 12, the following procedure is followed. Firstly, all of its block systems are calculated in order to determine the possibilities for the dimension of K. It is always possible for K to have dimension 1 but, in addition to this, any block system containing three 4-blocks yields two further possibilities for K (K = (a 1, a 2, a3) of dimension 3 or K = (ala2, a2a3) of dimension 2), any block system of two 6-blocks yields one further possibility (K = (bl, bz) of dimension 2). For each of the possibilities for K, the action of I on K is determined from the action of I on its blocks, which can easily be translated into the action on the generators of K.
We shall now present a complete example to clarify the concepts described above, and to demonstrate precisely the working of Holt's cohomology suite.
One of the 17 minimal transitive groups of degree 12 is given by I = ((1, 4)(2, 3)(5, 12)(6, 11)(7, 10)(8, 9), (1, 11, 7)(2, 12, 8)(3, 10, 6)(4, 9, 5)), which has order 24. A presentation for this group is 1= (a, bla 2 --1, b a = 1, (ab) 4 = 1), where a and b are the same two generators as in the permutation representation. The block system { 1, 2, 3,415, 6, 7, 819, 10, 11, 12} is preserved by 1 (along with three other block systems). Therefore, in this case, either K is of dimension 3, generated by al, a2 and a3, where al moves the block C~ = Bt w B2wB 3 uB 4 and a 2 moves the block C2 = B~ tAB 6 k.) BTUBs, and so on, or, alternatively, K is of dimension 2, generated by b~, b2, where bl moves the points in C~ u C 2 and b2 moves the points in C~u Ca or K has dimension 1. We shall consider the first case in detail. Now we must calculate the action of I on K. This is done by expressing the generators a, b of I as matrix transformations of K with respect to the basis {al, a2, a3}. Now consider the action of a on at: a fixes C 1 and therefore the conjugate of a~ by a is again a~. In contrast, a interchanges C2 and C3 and so a~ = a3, and similarly a~ = a 2. The element b permutes the blocks as (Ct, C3, C2) and thus a~ = aa, a~ = a~ and a~ = a z. Therefore, the action of I on K is given by a= 0 , b= 0 , 1 1 where matrix multiplication ison the right. The input to the cohomology program is the presentation for 1, the dimension of K, the prime 2 (in this case) and the action as described above. In this particular case, the cohomology group has dimension 3 and therefore there are eight possible extensions. The extensions are given in terms of a presentation. In our particular example the first extension output was G1 = (a, b, c, d, e[c 2 = 1, d 2 = 1, e 2 = 1, cd = dc, de = ed, ce = ec, f=c, cb=e, d"=e, d b =c, e"=d, eb=d , a 2 = 1, b 3= 1, (ab)4 = 1). Here, a and b are the generators of 1, and c, d, e are the generators of K, namely c = a~, d = az, e = a 3. There are 15 relations, the first six merely state that K is elementary abelian of order 8, the next six give the already known action of I on K, and it is only the last three relations that give us the information about precisely how I and K are related. Because a 2, b 3 and (ab) 4 are relators for 1, they must be equal to elements of K. The whole point of the cohomology programs is to tell us precisely which elements of K they are. In this case they are all equal to the identity, which tells us immediately that this is the split extension. The other seven extensions have these relators equal to other elements of K. For example, G2 = (a, b, c, d, eLc 2=1, d 2=1, e 2=1, cd=dc, de=ed, ce=ec, c"=c, c b=e, d"=e, d b=c, e" = d, e b = d, a 2 = c, b a = cde, .
The sole remaining problem now is that of obtaining the permutation groups on 24 points from this list of finitely presented groups. As the presentation has been given in this form we have a great deal of control over the subgroups of G. In particular, it is easy to locate GBc The stabiliser of the point 1 in I can easily be found, and its generators expressed in terms of the generators of I. In our example, I1 = ((bab)2), which is clearly of order 2. Then G m is given as the group generated by K and the generators of 11 because 11 = Gm/K. So in our example G~l = (c, d, e, (bab) 2). Then for c~eB1, G~ is a subgroup of index 2 inside Gs,. It is easy for Cayley to find all the subgroups of index 2 inside GB1, and compute the action of G on the eosets of all these candidates for G~. This, then, yields the action of degree 24 for which we have been searching, and all that remains is to compute the graphs from the groups.
However, the work can be considerably reduced in some cases, because it is clear that the action of I on the blocks of B cannot yield connected graphs of sufficiently low degree. The list of 17 minimal transitive groups given in Royle (1987a) numbers the groups from 1 to 17. In all that follows, X~ shall refer to the group numbered i in that list. For completeness all the arguments leading to a reduction in work are presented below, despite their essential similarity.
Group Xs--This group has one block system containing two blocks of size 6. The stabiliser of a point in one of the blocks is transitive on the other block. Now considering the block graph with X s acting on it, it is clear that the two 6-blocks must be completely joined. If [K[ = 4, each edge in the block graph between the two 6-blocks contributes 2 to the degree of F (because an edge in the block graph indicates an edge between two of the blocks of B, which must be completely joined as they can be moved independently by K). Thus, in this case, the degree of the graph is at least 12. Hence, ]K[ ~ 4 and we only need to consider 111 = 2.
Group X9--This group has a single block system containing three blocks of size 4. The stabiliser of a point in one of the 4-blocks is transitive on both of the other blocks. Now there must be an edge from each 4-block to both of the others. Thus, the block graph has degree at least 8. If [K[ = 4 or 8, then any edge in the block graph between these 4-blocks contributes 2 to the degree of F. Thus, F would have degree at least 16 and so we only need to consider [/I = 2.
Group X14--This group has a single block system containing three blocks of size 4. The stabiliser of a point in one of the 4-blocks is transitive on both of the other blocks, and the argument, as for X0 above, demonstrates that we need only consider IK[ = 2.
Group X15--This group has a single block system containing two blocks of size 6. The stabiliser of a point in one of these 6-blocks is transitive on the other block, and the argument, as for X 8 above, demonstrates that we need only consider [KI = 2.
Group X16--This group has a single block system containing three blocks of size 4. The stabiliser of a point in one of these 4=blocks is transitive on the other two 4-blocks, and the argument, as for X 9 above, demonstrates that we need only consider IK] = 2. These observations prove to be most useful for this group because when [K[ = 8 the dimension of the cohomology group is 9, thus yielding 512 possible extensions! This process was performed for each of the 17 groups and the graphs corresponding to each possibility for F were constructed. Duplicates and Cayley graphs were eliminated from the list leaving 56 non-Cayley graphs. Now we deal with the final case, that where the group K is trivial. In this case G ~-I, which is a transitive group of degree 12, but not necessarily minimal. Within each of the transitive groups determined in Royle (1987a) , the subgroup G m is easily identified as the stabiliser of the point 1, and subgroups of index 2 within this stabiliser are all candidates for G~ (c~ e B~). The action of G on the cosets of each candidate is computed, and the graphs upon which these groups act are constructed as above. This process produced all the 56 non-Cayley graphs previously constructed, but no new ones. This completes the detailed description of our construction. All results are given in the next section.
Results
The following numbers of vertex-transitive graphs of degree d < 12 were constructed. 2  6  6  3  20  20  4  74  74  5  166  1  167  6 368 5graphs on 24 vertices (here we must deal with complements as well because it is not true that the complement of a symmetric graph is symmetric). Of these, 25 are disconnected and are therefore merely unions of smaller symmetric graphs. Such graphs can easily be extracted from the catalogues of McKay (1979) . We have divided the connected symmetric graphs into five fairly natural categories. These are ordered by increasing difficulty of construction and a graph always appears in the first category to which it belongs--of course, many graphs may be constructed in two or more ways, so this always gives what we regard as the simplest construction. We describe many of the symmetric graphs in terms of smaller graphs. Our notation for these graphs is mostly standard: K,, K.,,, and K,,,,,,. refer to the complete graph on n vertices, the complete bipartite graph on 2n vertices and the complete tripartite graph on 3n vertices, respectively. We use C. to refer to the graph consisting of a single cycle on n vertices and Q, is the n-cube on 2" vertices. Two special symbols we use for particular graphs are I for the graph of the icosahedron (12 vertices, degree 5) and T for the graph of the truncated tetrahedron (12 vertices, degree 3). (By the graph of the icosahedron/ truncated tetrahedron we mean the net of the solid body; diagrams may be found in Cundy & Rollett (1961) .) We use L(F) to denote the linegraph of F. In particular, notice that L( (23) is the graph of the cuboctahedron, The complement of F is denoted in the usual way by r'. Finally, we define the tensor product F = F t 9 F 2 of the two graphs F 1 = (1/1, ~1) and FE =(Va, ~2). The vertex set of F is the set 1/1 x 1"2 and adjacency is given by (cq, fll),-~(C~E, fl2), if and only if c~ 1 ,-~1c~2 and fll~2f12. Notice that the tensor product K2 * F is the double covering described in Biggs (1974, 19A) . The 34 connected symmetric graphs on 24 vertices fall into the following five categories:
(1) Symmetric graphs constructed trivially from complete graphs (7 graphs). This category consists of the complete graph K24, the complete bipartite graph KIE.12 and the complements of the five graphs 12Kz, 8K 3, 6K 4, 4K 6 and 3K a.
(2) Symmetric graphs constructed from smaller symmetric graphs by the NTLP construction (eight graphs). (3) Symmetric graphs constructed from smaller symmetric graphs by the tensor product construction (nine graphs).
The nine graphs in this category are K 2 , T, K2 * L(Q3), K=, I, K=, (Ks * K4), K2, L(K2.~.2), K= 9 K1=, Ka * C8, Ka * Ks and K4* K6.
(4) Other symmetric graphs that are covers of smaller symmetric graphs (eight graphs). The names given to the graphs are those consistent with McKay's (1979) catalogue extended to 24 vertices--X, refers to the nth transitive graph on 24 (X is the 24th letter) vertices. We give further information about these graphs as we do not supply an explicit construction.
(5) Remaining graphs (two graphs). This category contains the polygon C24 and the graph X343 of degree 6. The automorphism group Aut(X343) has minimal blocks of size 4, and X343 is, in fact, one of the four graphs described in section 4.1 that prevented us from obtaining a theoretical proof that the minimal block size could not be 4.
Remarks
(1) Distance-regular and distance-transitive graphs. There are 32 distance-regular graphs on 24 vertices (all symmetric), of which 31 are distance-transitive. The only graph that is distance-regular but not distance-transitive is X1020, which is distance-regular with parameters {7,4, 1; 1,2, 7} (see Biggs, 1982) . This graph is the one referred to as (3"Ks)2--the dual of the Klein map on a surface of genus 3. Of the other distance transitive graphs, only nine are connected--the seven graphs listed under category (1) above, K2 * K12 and C24.
(2) Higher degrees of arc-transitivity. The only 3-arc transitive graphs on 24 vertices are those that are unions of complete bipartite graphs, namely, 4K3.3, 3K4,4, 2K6,6 and Kt2. t2. There are 10 2-arc transitive graphs on 24 vertices that fall into three categories as follows: unions of complete graphs--6K4, 4K6, 3Ks, 2Ktz, K24, unions of complete bipartite graphs with matchings removed--3Qs, 2(K 2 , K6) and K 2 , Klz (notice that Q3 = Kz * K4) and two others--K 2 * I and K z * T. 
